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Open Group

Invite our alien overlords back to stay 
 
09/11/07 - Group created 
15/11/07 - 1000 members 
01/12/07 - 2000 members 
...See More

Mark Jackson

don't lose this site !! 
January 28 at 2:51pm

Brett Hornidge

Remember Rossmoyne group may be interested in the ship.. 
December 23, 2011 at 9:17pm

Geoff Vivian

Making it happen 
 
Hi again. The Canning Examiner says it is OK to post the article I wrote 
for them - unfortunatly facebook doesn't support pdf uploads so I can't 
show you the page as published today (12 December 2008). 
 
If members of this group are serious about bringing back the spaceship 
can be done.  
...
See More

December 11, 2008 at 7:41pm

Dallas Robertson I sent a text to the number in the ad, and was 
told that the previous owner of the number had recently died, and 
that the new holder wasn't able to provide any information on the 
whereabouts of the Futuro House. I'm hoping it wasn't carted off to 
the dump, RIP :(
October 8, 2011 at 12:31pm

View all 28 comments
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Luke Anderson The add was no hoax. It is still where it has been for the past 
several years. The owner who passed away was my father. He passed away 3 
weeks ago.  
October 25, 2011 at 5:49am

Luke Anderson

Umm this is kinda scary would n e of u believe it is in piece in my 
backyard?
October 25, 2011 at 5:39am

Peta Anderson likes this.

Luke Anderson Never got it...
November 9, 2011 at 1:41am

Dallas Robertson Ok. Text me on 0415 486 854, or email 
dallastexjr@hotmail.com. I have a few ideas that would probably 
help. 
November 9, 2011 at 4:43am

View all 5 comments

Kathy O'Donoghue Ellis

where is the Leach Hwy Spaceship now? 
October 13, 2011 at 11:56pm

Mitch Tolcon

 Chris Fernandes
August 18, 2011 at 9:56pm

Dave Cornford

Utopian, apparently

Share · August 16, 2011 at 2:45pm

Dave Cornford likes this.

A Mobile Utopian House | News | Archinect 
archinect.com
Alice Rawsthorn visits a prototype of Mr. Suuronen’s 
mobile house which is now on view at the Museum 
Boijmans Van Beuningen in Rotterdam in “Futuro: 

Fiona Wong

Who has the spaceship? And are they selling.....? 
June 4, 2011 at 12:04am
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Georgia Winnacott

I found the Bullcreek/Karel Ave spaceship!!! It´s outside a factory in Eas
Berlin....natürlich ;-)
March 12, 2011 at 2:11pm

Swan Brewery Lights

Any chance we can bring back the lights on the Old Brewery ?
February 21, 2011 at 2:27am

2 people like this.

Rocka Millington

the owners of this page looks like they are letting it get taken over by 
spam wich they can delete
January 18, 2011 at 10:08pm

Eva De San Miguel I just found out my brother is an admin of this 
group. I'll get him onto it.
March 16, 2011 at 8:06pm · 2

Tree Foster

shame, i dont think this group is gunner get far to get our space ship 
back : (
January 17, 2011 at 3:46am

Giova Pineda

You might be a little doubtful about the effects of this diet, but you need
to try it for yourself; the results are real. After conducting my own 
personal study and seeing the effects, I am pleased to see that other 
people really are finding success with it too . kmlgtejdlyvf 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

October 24, 2010 at 10:53pm

Hellder Cesa Magalhães

I just left my job as a software tester to devote myself to this 
opportunity. I think I have finally found the business that will work for 
me. The response has been outstanding. The biggest rewards come from
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building true financial freedom for myself and helping others achieve the
same. luzwmsuwp 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

September 30, 2010 at 1:56am

Ronaldo Diniz

I have been working for seven weeks and this morning, I received my 
first commission of $2655. I was really thrilled as, like many other 
entrepreneurs, I have been involved with other, so-called ethical 
networking businesses that promise everything but deliver little or 
nothing. walsw 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

September 28, 2010 at 7:51am

Barkinggecko Theatrecompany

Please DON'T contact Barking Gecko ! 
 
Hello spaceship seekers!  
 
I'm the production manager at Barking Gecko Theatre company, and we
still get a lot of inquiries every year about what happened to the 
spaceship. 
...
See More

September 20, 2010 at 12:37am

Emad Emad Emad

Did you see the flash news about work-at-home-mom ? She makes 
$89/hour working part time. Monthly 8795 $ income from home... I just 
signed up and already earned 72 $ this hour. It is really amazing... 
If you are looking for a work-at-home job, i suggest you to take a look a
this press now... epwe 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

September 13, 2010 at 9:31pm

Ahmed Ghazy

Hey I have great news. Did you know that if you have a computer you 
can start making money right now ? I started this job 3 weeks ago and 
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Bring Back The Leach Hwy/Karel Ave Spaceship About Photosi've gotten 2 checks for a total of $3150 and that is enough to 
comfortably replace my old jobs income, especially considering I only 
work about 10-13 hours a week from home. kstpx 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

September 8, 2010 at 5:52am

Olga Kontogianni

Hey I have great news. Did you know that if you have a computer you 
can start making money right now ? I started this job 3 weeks ago and 
i've gotten 2 checks for a total of $3150 and that is enough to 
comfortably replace my old jobs income, especially considering I only 
work about 10-13 hours a week from home. gchyaq 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

September 7, 2010 at 1:17pm

Rhina Angel Angel

Hey I have great news. Did you know that if you have a computer you 
can start making money right now ? I started this job 3 weeks ago and 
i've gotten 2 checks for a total of $3150 and that is enough to 
comfortably replace my old jobs income, especially considering I only 
work about 10-13 hours a week from home. ocuflyebiw 

Attachment Unavailable 
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not hav
permission to share it with you.

September 6, 2010 at 7:11am

Geoff Green-Armytage

what is it going to take to get it put somewhere other than where it is 
now - we can talk about how much we miss it till we're blue in the face 
is it going to happen or are we just gonna reminisce?
July 24, 2010 at 9:27am

Kylie Stanley

I used to go to Jandakot airport everydy and miss that lil thing
May 28, 2010 at 2:52am

Samara Z Bennion

I want one 4 a holiday house.
May 19, 2010 at 9:29am
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Bianca Sardelic

hell yeah!!! i grew up in willetton, the spaceship was around the corner!
BRING IT BACK!
May 4, 2010 at 5:54am

Helen Creagh

April 12, 2010 at 10:44pm

Jenni Adams

That spaceship was the ship of dreams... PLEASE GIVE US BACK OUR 
DREAMS!!!! ; ) 
A concerned southern suburbs resident.
April 7, 2010 at 4:31am

Michael Croft

Questions... 
Any idea how much to get this from the current owner? (has anyone 
asked?) or is he going to restore it? 
Anyone with fibreglass skills interested in getting this restored?
March 20, 2010 at 9:34pm

Mark Blazejczyk

I miss the U.S.S. Willetton NCC-6155 very much...
March 9, 2010 at 8:11am

2 people like this.
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Sue Coles

goddam - that brings back memories. Driving down the highway and 
asking my Mum why there was a round house there. Her answer - 
"evidently we'll all be living in houses like that in 2000" !!!!
February 11, 2010 at 3:36am

Mel Ski

Spaceship = best office ever.
February 7, 2010 at 6:25am

Rob Fletcher

If it's only fibreglass then it wouldnt be too hard to stick all the bits back
together :)
January 28, 2010 at 6:29am

Shelly McCarthy Quigley

hell yeah!!!!
January 28, 2010 at 6:25am

Col Cruise

WOW!..that is so amazing that photo with it in its original place with the
pond and all....talk about 
a blast from the past...i remember as a kid walking into that space 
ship.and 
yes..it was me..i stole the grapes!!!*laugh*.i rememer the inside so 
well..the 
seats ..the kitchen, bathroom, those unforgettable windows..so our 
family 
bought a block of land just up the road 
...
See More

January 26, 2010 at 7:52am

Peta Austen

WOW!!! I remember it. I think they took it away to build a display home
which is now some MLA's office
January 26, 2010 at 4:58am

Danielle Whowell

BRING IT BACK :'(
January 21, 2010 at 6:36am
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Alex Giesige

the spaceship was originally a Land Office, when the area was beggining
to be cleared for housing develpments. If you purchased land in that pa
of willetton in the early 80's you would have done so at "the spaceship".
January 14, 2010 at 12:36am

Natasha Harley

i remember it as a kid, bring it back
January 11, 2010 at 3:49am

Terri Miller

I remember it well, my brother, sister and i used to play in it on 
weekends.
January 11, 2010 at 1:52am

Maria Emily Burgon

Great to see all the memories of our childhoods.The spaceship,the 
brewery lights all the free things we enjoyed.
January 6, 2010 at 5:54pm

Angela Phillips Wot about the lights of the 150th Swan on the old 
Swan Brewery!!!
February 16, 2010 at 11:21pm

Jodie Porter Yes - thanks for jogging my memory! the old Swan 
brewery used to light up as a swan and also as a ship (?) when I 
was really young...before the 150th, I think. 
May 22, 2010 at 2:41am

View all 4 comments

Darren Gallo

it kept me sheltered a few times from the rain walkin home after a big 
nite out

January 6, 2010 at 1:27am via mobile

4 people like this.

View 1 comment

Angela Murray

So basically we lost an awesome land mark due to some stupid 
vandals...how sad ....loved that spaceship...:)
January 5, 2010 at 4:04am

Julz Clare ッ likes this.
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Rob Macdonald

BRING IT BACK......so it can take all the wierdo's away
January 4, 2010 at 2:54am

2 people like this.

Robbie Hamilton i think i joined that group a while back too ! 
hehe and i live way north now! i heard it ended up in someone's 
back yard ! that spaceship and the chicken farm on the corner of 
high road and leach hwy were my fav hangouts as a kid! :-)))
January 4, 2010 at 4:39am

Rob Macdonald The chicken farm.......? May only just remember 
that Robyn, a long long time ago.
January 8, 2010 at 6:36am

Xtraxtra Original

if you need help for restoration ! welcome !
December 29, 2009 at 5:58am

Matthew Whitford

Does anyone know the official reason it was taken away?

December 20, 2009 at 5:06am via mobile

Addam Bartlett

luved the scapeship but where is it currently resting? 

December 18, 2009 at 8:16am via mobile

Clint Williams

Smoking bongs in the old space ship...ahh the memories.
December 17, 2009 at 3:01am

7 people like this.

Scott Read

i lived around the corner and when there was a hole in the bottom i hid 
from the cops inside... saved my life
December 15, 2009 at 7:10am

2 people like this.
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Alice Jarvis

oh wow when i was little i use to think ALF (that puppet alien dude) live
in the space ship....every time i saw it i used to call out and point ALFS 
PLACE ALFS PLACE!!!!
December 2, 2009 at 7:21am

Alex Burgess

Smell at this intersection 
 
Is it just me or does anyone else notice that at this intersection it always
smells like a sheep truck?
February 2, 2008 at 8:42am

William John Denton Hi bogan concentration ratio in this area 
also a major contributor. Bit harder to do an LSD burnout as the 
lights go green...Shame coz when the spaceship goes back it would 
be quite effective will all the smoke drifting across... 
December 18, 2008 at 4:38am

Kerry Wheldon I made a bit of money when i lived at the 
intersection (just behing the spaceship) from all those bogans!! We 
would call a tow truck on speed dial when there was a crash and 
get a spotters fee!! easiest 20 bucks i ever made 
 
Interestingly, after the space ship was removed we didn't get as 
many accidents :(
November 24, 2009 at 5:11am

View all 5 comments

Kim Wisniewski

bring it back. !!!!
November 22, 2009 at 4:02am

Benny McMayhem

Share · November 7, 2009 at 1:15am

2 people like this.

RUPTURE - Supernatural Sleaze Merchants 
www.youtube.com
%$#@&!!!!!
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Dallas Robertson

Join the 'official' Futuro House facebook group - lots of information, 
history and pictures of this amazing piece of architecture of which only 
96 were ever built!:  
 
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=50024021658

Futuro House 

Futuro or Futuro House, is a round, prefabricated house designed by 
Finnish architect Matti Suuronen in 1968. Ninety six pods were built durin
the late 1960s and early 1970s. The distinctive flyi...

6 members · 

November 6, 2009 at 3:33am

Join Group

Steven Steven

Hey Admins........... how much is "a lot of money" ? 
Thanks..... 
Also, is demolishing that offensive pile of crap that is cuurently at cnr 
Leach / Karel part of the budget ?
October 22, 2009 at 4:38am

Jodie Porter

Futuro was origally sited on an artificial lake, next to an upstairs sales 
office. I think it was on the corner of Burrengate and Apsley Rd (Karel 
Ave ended at Apsley road in those days) or thereabouts, before the 
suburb was fully developed. It was moved to the corner of Leach and 
Karel, not sure what year. I always thought it was a sales gimmick - 
promoting the new subdivision and the homes of the future.
October 2, 2009 at 12:13am

Rebecca Kennedy

I remember playing in this as a child aswell. I lived at 24 Juniper Way 
(almost a space theme!) and it was always really great fun. At first I'm 
pretty sure it was a real estate office, then it was open to play, then it 
was closed up for years before it was burnt out. It is definitely a funny 
memory of my childhood!
September 20, 2009 at 3:43pm

Jodie Porter

I remember playing in Futuro while my parents signed up to buy a block
in Burrendah, when it sat on the water. It was very "Lost in Space' (the 
old TV show not the more recent movie) and had plastic fruit in a bowl 
on the table. 
Also was there the day the transport company dropped it from the crane
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while trying to move it. (Unless I dreamt that?) 
Remember it being burnt out too, very sad. 
If ever it gets restored, count me in for the reunion!
September 19, 2009 at 8:27pm

Sue Manuel

If anyone knows where the spaceship is, we want to buy it and restore i
September 16, 2009 at 7:40am

Andrew Sindall Apparantly it is in a yard in high wycombe as per 
the second last comment ib this page
March 25, 2010 at 6:42am

View all 2 comments

Sue Manuel

What happened to that thing anyway?? Someone must have it! Does 
anyone remember the lion that was just outside Vic Park and someone 
put a beer bottle in it's mouth?
September 16, 2009 at 7:37am

Adam Farrell no, you loser
December 26, 2009 at 9:14am

Geoff Vivian

Has anyone else been getting spam email from a UFO enthusiast named
Michael Cohen? If so, tell him to stop - he is an alien trying to take over 
our minds (or at least our inboxes).
September 9, 2009 at 2:23am

Julian Lance

nethin happenin wid the space ship, has been a while since this page 
was creat6ed
September 3, 2009 at 12:48am

Rhys Chester

The Truth is Out There.. I mean ah, here 
 
What Was It? 
It's a FUTURO designed by a Finnish architect by the name of Matti 
Suuronen and was made out of fibreglass in the late 1960s. 
 
...
See More

November 16, 2007 at 8:57am
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Debbie Baker I also remember going inside of it as a child. It was 
awesome.I didnt realise how many other people have special 
memories of this. I miss it and wish my grandchildren could see it
March 24, 2009 at 12:56am

Luke Beattie I would love to see this incredible space ship but 
unfortunately i was only 2 years old when it got torn down (i was 
born 1994)
August 31, 2009 at 8:20am

View all 16 comments

Stephen Pratt

http://www.berting.nl/futuro/ 
August 26, 2009 at 2:40am

Teagan Chamberlain

So what's going on with this?
August 8, 2009 at 8:26pm

Chris Jan Smith

Definately, an original icon for the area.
August 7, 2009 at 10:36pm

Dion Manby

I remember when it was located at Brolgra prom before the Leach Hwy 
Karel ave spot it was only there for a short time and my sister Lisa dared
me to go in so I did and although the guy there was just a realestate 
agent back then. I still think it was the coolest thing I have ever done.
August 6, 2009 at 8:53am

Lianna Fiocco

Did it go????? Hehehehe moved to the northern suburbs, hadn't noticed
Outrageous though! It's part of our childhood memories.....Always 
wanted to go inside that thing.
August 3, 2009 at 9:21pm

Andy Parry

Check out the pics Tab, how cool was this thing !? I want one.
July 31, 2009 at 6:00am
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Tabitha Berger

Oh my god - I was just talking about this a few weeks ago with some 
other old Rossmoyne High School Alumni!
July 30, 2009 at 8:22pm

Mark Spray

omg bring this back, was wondering if i had imagined this when i was a 
kid. Now it's gone goddam government, give us back our ufo to drive 
past with our kids in the car without stopping to freak them out
July 30, 2009 at 7:55am

Babinec Dušan

Nový dopravný prostriedok na dovolenku
July 28, 2009 at 3:15pm

Tim Leary

the bestest thing about being driven down that way - gawking from the 
back of the car as an excited kid!
July 26, 2009 at 8:41am

Geoff Green-Armytage

While at university studying art, myself and a couple of mates made an 
alien movie using this for our ship! We used a screwdriver to remove a 
bottom panel to gain access and made a shot of an entity emerging from
this thing. When we left an irate resident tried to claim we had broken 
his pop-up sprinklers(we had parked our car on his lawn)but, on seeing 
our costumes and camera he suddenly forgot about his anger and went 
all 'oh my god are you guys making a movie - cool!' we just went along 
with it and left without a hitch.
July 20, 2009 at 7:48am

Kenny Patterson

Interesting. Ive only been in Perth since 2002 so I never got to see it! 
Sounds cool though, Im all for this.
July 15, 2009 at 5:18am

Sandra Gee

Someone please find out what happened to it & post it on FB. Maybe the
Council knows where it went to. It was the greatest Icon south of the 
river for WA.
July 9, 2009 at 8:11pm
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Chris Hood

Yes it was in fact the offices of a real estate agent at that particular time
I know this because it was my Grandfather, Authur Graham Hood that 
used it as his offices for many years while selling houses and land in the
area. It is interesting how the people of that era saw us living in the 
future .... I gots ta get me one of those Futuro's ! 
June 27, 2009 at 5:23pm

Ryan Les

I lost my virginity in that spaceship!!!! if anyone finds it.......
June 21, 2009 at 9:00pm

Kathy Blagirowicz-Henderson

vik wanted to buy it for us to live in that would have been great
June 9, 2009 at 1:47am

Ethan Marrell

WILLETTON UFO CONSPIRACY THEORY 
 
 
Hey Peoples,  
 
...
See More

February 8, 2009 at 10:15pm

Eddie Choong dude you look so familiar.. what highschool ya 
goto?
June 8, 2009 at 5:28am

Laura Watson

Awww that was one of my favourite places to play as a child! I wonder 
what they did with it. They could sell it on ebay for heaps!
June 8, 2009 at 4:28am

Ty Knowles

FUCK YES BRING IT BACK, i was so sad when they took it away :( I 
believe it was a real-estate office or something?
June 7, 2009 at 6:35am
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Jason Moyle

Shit that pic brings back childhood memories:-) always drivin past, 
wondering what the fuck it was

June 7, 2009 at 5:18am via mobile

James Pedreschi

HAHAHAHA OMG !!!! could you ever get inside that freaky rape risky 
thing ? 
June 7, 2009 at 12:00am

Hector Johnson

Mate i must of driven past and looked at that spaceship a thousand time
as a kid it brings back a few memories !!!
June 5, 2009 at 12:34pm

Ian Young

icon or isore...bring it back
June 4, 2009 at 5:56pm

Nathan Crookes

I thought it was a real estate sales office you know for the future 
etc....anyway...what did they do with it ?? must be somewhere??
May 30, 2009 at 4:43am

Trish Lawrence

See in the photos - one of them explains what it was and where it came
from.
May 27, 2009 at 4:50am

Lucy Wright

Wot the hell was that thing anyway? did anyone ever find out?
May 27, 2009 at 2:00am

Haydn Barnes

come back aliens we want our ufo back.
May 26, 2009 at 12:00am
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Andrew Linaker

why shoudln't my children share in this culture? instead it's some stupid 
local government wankers office?
May 24, 2009 at 8:57am

Bronwyn Jones

Pretty sure it was a real estate office for land sales in the area. Yep, a 
long time ago! When Rossmoyne and Shelley were still in their infancy, 
probably in the 60's/early 70's??? And first parts of Willetton, Burrendah
and Bull Creek were being cleared for new estates! (Feel free to correct 
me if any of this is wrong?)
May 21, 2009 at 8:17pm

Rhyce McIntosh

After years....This was actually true? *shakes head* I always thought as
a child I had some kind of weird dream after watching Close encounters
or something... 
May 20, 2009 at 10:22am

Keryn Jane

my grandad put it there when he was driving trucks,dunno where it wen
though ,
May 19, 2009 at 11:39pm

Sue Newhill

wow I remember that ! It was always such a talking point !
May 17, 2009 at 5:58pm

Michelle Turner

What's sad is it is actually an historical piece of architecture/design that 
has been destroyed. They have a really cool history and there are 60 to 
100 left around the world. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futuro  
 
Can't believe councils have so little foresight or knowledge of history :(
May 11, 2009 at 7:33am

Michelle Turner

I used to live a few houses away from it for a while on a side side street
nearby. Even had a look inside once.
May 11, 2009 at 7:14am
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Older Posts

Daniel Woodthorpe

its Gone?!?! since when?!?!?!!?
April 29, 2009 at 2:55am

Amanda Hampton

Wow I tottally forgot about this! I remember seeing it when I was a kid 
& I always wondered what was inside!
April 27, 2009 at 8:30am

William Langdale

i miss it so much :'(
April 19, 2009 at 1:52am

Szu Chan

OH SHIIIIT!!! I didn't even know it was gone!!!
April 16, 2009 at 11:17am

Tom Elijah

Yep, it was a land sale office for the "Burrendah" land release back in 
70s. After a while they moved it to the cnr Leach Hwy and Karel Ave. 
Then it went to UFO heaven ...
April 8, 2009 at 2:57pm
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